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How Well Do You Know Duane & Keisha
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Across

3. What other state has Duane lived in?

4. Duane's favorite TV channel is _ _ (letter 

abbreviation)

7. Duane & Keisha's favorite tv show is ______

11. Nothing Fancy.... Just _____

12. Duane was in what branch of the military

13. Duane dislikes watching ________ with Keisha 

because she quotes all the lines

15. There is an ________ year age gap

16. Duane & Keisha were introduced by his cousin 

__________

17. Duane & Keisha have been together for _____ years

20. Duane graduated from what high school?

24. Duane & Keisha's first vacation was a cruise to the 

________

25. Duane's favorite sports team

27. Duane got his nickname "Swole" from a joke about 

his big _____?

28. Duane & Keisha's original anniversary

34. Keisha's favorite food Duane cooks for her is?

36. "I am different, Not less, "Light it up Blue", & "Love 

Needs No Words" are all slogans referring to ________ 

awareness

37. Keisha's favorite "Christmas" ornament/symbol is a 

_________?

38. Annie's (Duane's Mother) favorite drink was?

40. Groom is now considered a __________ after 

marriage

41. Keisha collects ________

42. Duane is a _____ freak

43. Duane & Keisha belong to what church?

Down

1. Duane had a ______ phone when he & Keisha first 

started dating

2. Duane and Keisha's "son's name" is?

5. How many days did Keisha make Duane wait before 

he could spend the nigh at her apartment

6. Keisha's nickname for Duane because he is smarter 

than the average bear

8. The requested offer of marriage

9. What is the name of "ONLY THE BEST" high school in 

Baltimore City that Keisha graduated from?

10. Love is patient, Love is kind....1 _________ 13:4-8

14. Duane's favorite meal for Keisha to cook him

18. Bride is now considered a ________ after marriage

19. What Hospital does Keisha work at?

21. You may now ______ the bride

22. Duane took Keisha to _______ ______ for their first 

lunch date

23. Duane asked Papa V (Keisha's Dad) for his blessing to 

marry Keisha at what seafood restaurant in Hanover, MD

26. Instead of using "STEP" Keisha prefers the term 

________ in reference to her other mom, siblings, sister 

in law, kids and grand kids

29. The marriage symbol of love and committment

30. Keisha's favorite color is

31. Duane's favorite tennis shoe is high top retro 1 ____ 

____

32. Keisha is terrified of _____ & _____

33. Keisha is a Registered _______?

35. The union between Duane & Keisha

39. Duane taught Keisha how to _____ clothes


